
Turf Cigarettes
Sherlock Holmes Cigarette Cards

In 1876, the Allen and Ginter tobacco company began issuing cards which depicted 
actresses, baseball players, Indian chiefs, and boxer.  These are considered the first tobacco or 
cigarette cards.  Other tobacco companies such as Goodwin & Co. soon followed suit. They first 
emerged in the US, then the UK, then, eventually, in many other countries. 

In 1906, Ogden’s produced a set of football cards depicting footballers in their club colours, 
in one of the first full-colour sets.

Each card set usually contained 25 to 50 depictions, but series of over 100 cards with a 
related theme were also developed. 

Popular themes were actresses, film stars and models, sports stars, nature, military heroes 
and uniforms, heraldry (such as family crests), and city views. From the late 19th century to early 
20th, cards were included in cigarette packs as a way ‘stiffen’ the packaging.  Cigarette cards 
were also a way to advertise, creating a desire to collect the limited images.

In 2011, Topps issued a set of cards, known as Portraits of 
Penultimacy, which celebrated the Allen and Ginter tobacco cards.  One 
of the cards of the set portrayed Holmes and Watson.

Dr. John H. Watson is forever immortalized as the witty literary 
sidekick of genius detective Sherlock Holmes.  Serving as a consultant to 
Holmes, Watson lacks the investigative skills to solve cases on his own 
but he is a perfect partner to Holmes because his clean-cut, grounded, 
common sense personality is the best complement to Holmes’ detail 
oriented logic and odd eccentricities.

Probably the most popular, and one of the rarest sets was put out in 1923 and could be 
found in packs of Turf Cigarettes.  

As a brand Turf Cigarettes was a part of the larger Carreras Tobacco Company which was 
based out of London and operated from the early 1800's through the 1950's.  

Turf Cigarette cards were created by Alexander Boguslavsky, Ltd. 1923.  This set, 25 in 
total, provided illustrations and descriptions of beloved Sherlock Holmes characters, as well as 
principal characters of other Doyle novels.

In 2010, Topps issued a set of cards, 
celebrating the Allen and Ginter tobacco cards.  
One card, # 110, portrayed Sherlock Holmes in 
one of his more prolific poses. 

This card helped celebrate the original 
Allen and Ginter cards, issued in 1887, the 
date of the first Sherlock Holmes publication.




























